IT’S TIME TO EXPECT MORE
FROM REGIONAL SERVICE
PROVIDERS (RSPS)
Here’s why Hyperscalers, WISPs, Wireless Providers,
Carriers, Resellers and System Aggregators
all choose Arvig® for bandwidth in Minnesota.
THOUSANDS OF MILES OF FIBER
RIGHT WHERE YOU NEED IT—MINNESOTA
We get it. You need fiber and transport assets available to you in the busiest hubs
and the hardest to reach places, delivered by true experts who make it easy for you.
+

14,500+ route miles
Statewide unique and dense fiber routes

+

700+ cellular towers across the upper midwest
Access to fast, uninterrupted connections in more locations

+

27 data centers and growing
Access to all key interconnect sites including: DataBank, EdgeConnex, Equinix,
Flexential, vXchnge and zColo

+

5 states with on-net access
Connect your customer sites with multi-location dark fiber, transport and internet

+

22+ years average account team tenure
Get knowledgeable and attentive service from familiar faces with decades of experience

+

2 days
Attain pricing turnarounds according to your urgent schedule

952.214.7110 | arvigbusiness.com/wholesale

The telecom and broadband providers who are
ADVENTUROUS ENOUGH TO BELIEVE THEY
CAN CHANGE THE GAME are the ones who do.
We believe:
+ Convenience is king. We make it easy for carriers to do business in Minnesota.
+ Partnerships are powerful. We act as an extension of your network
planning team.
+ Business is personal. It’s as much about the people as it is about the network.
+ Speed wins deals. We give you competitive pricing and network designs fast.
+ Trust matters most. We do what we say and say what we do.
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Beyond Minnesota

MN

Our deep network infrastructure keeps expanding to more locations in the
contiguous states surrounding Minnesota, adding more common entry points
so we can always meet you where you are.
+ Illinois | Equinix: 350 E Cermak Rd, Chicago

Minneapolis

SD

+ Nebraska | 1623 Farnam: 1623 Farnam St, Omaha

St Paul

+ North Dakota | 2911 Fiechtner Dr: 2911 Fiechtner Drive, Fargo
•

Rochester

NE
Omaha •

WI

Go ahead and request a standard price quote from
one of the incumbents.

Worthington

• Sioux City
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+ Iowa | Long Lines: 4647 Stone Ave, Sioux City

IA

THEN ASK US AND SEE WHO GETS YOU
WHAT YOU WANT, FASTER.

IL
Chicago

952.214.7110
arvigbusiness.com/wholesale

